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On Loops of Odd Order 
i,ct G be a finite group of odd order. \\-e d&c an operation 011 G lx 
~? y  =_ ,sI.,$,ld, \\,llere (,$ .“2)2 _ s. A straigiltt;)r\l-ard argument (Section 3) 
sllows that is w-ell-detincd and that (G, j forms a po\\cr-associliti~c !oop 
which satisfies the identical relations 
The purpose of this paper is to determine some properties of an arbitrq 
finite power-associative loop (H, ‘) of odd order which satisiics (1) and (2). 
\\‘e find (Theorem 2) that there must exist a “canonical” finite group G, mcl 
an autonlorphism a of G,, such that G, contains H; n? ~~ I ; II is the “;lnti- 
fixed point set” {g lCqx : x c GH]; and x 3’ ~,~li~~.s~,~, s, ?‘~fl. (Each clement 
.P of (lJ, ) has a unique square root x1 z in (JZ, ).) Using this embedding we 
employ xvcll-known group theory tcchniqucs to prove annlogues of certain 
classical theorems of Sylon-, Iqrange, and 1’. Hall (Theorem 8 and C‘orollaries 
3 and 4 of Theorem 9). 111 a separate paper, \x;hich we hope to publish at a 
later date, xc show that similar results are true for finite Aloufdng loops ot 
odd order. 
Since no change is required in the proofs, IVC ha;-c stated l’heorems I to 6 
under the hypothesis that I-I may be infinite but that every element of H must 
have finite odd order. It would appear that Theorems 1 and 2 arc valid under 
the weaker condition that the mapping given by T -F .L x be a permutation 
of H. Under suitable modifications (e.g., consideration only- of subloops closed 
under the operation given by x .x -F x) Theorems 3 to 6 might also remail1 
valid. 
These results raise a number of questions. ‘l’he strongest result knoun to 
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date on groups of odd order is the Feit-Thompson Theorem [S]. It would be 
of interest to know whether the corresponding statement holds for finite 
loops of the type we consider. By Theorem 5 and Theorem 6 (ii) n-e see that 
the following propositions are equivalent: 
I /<wry jnite power-associatize loop of odd order which snfisjies (1) (MCI (2) 
is sohwhle. 
2. =1 jbiife simple group is cyclic {j if possesses n;z nutomorphis9rr 01 oj‘ order 
frro such fhnf fey wery ,y E G, g-‘go hns odd o&r. 
.A special case of 2 is known. Suppose G is a noncyclic group of finite even 
order and G has a cyclic or generalized quaternion Sylow 2-subgroup S. 
Then S has a unique element a of order two. fxt (Y be the inner automorphism 
of G dctcrmincd by a. One may easily show that g ‘RX has odd order for each 
R E G. Theorems of Burnside [IO, 151 and B raucr and Suzuki [I] show that G 
is not simple. 
2. DEFINITIONS .~ND X~TATION 
Let FJ bc a set and _ an operation on H, that is, a mapping of H x Fl into 
ZJ which takes each ordered pair (v, y) into an element s * y. ‘l’he pair (II, ) 
is called a quasigroup if for every 0, b E JJ there exist unique elements .x and y  
of EI such that CI s = b and y  n (1. A loop is a quasi group with a 
two-sided identity element; this element xi11 always be denoted by 1. \Ve 
shall assume in this section that (if, ) is a loop. Frequently WC will write N for 
(H. ) when there is no danger of ambiguity. 
\\:c employ several standard concepts found, for example, in [2]. A subset 
K of H is a subloop of (H, ;;) if K is closed under c and forms a loop under the 
restriction of ~ to I<. In this case, for s E H we let K _. .r: and x \ K bc the 
sets (resets) (lz : x : h E Rj and (x \: Iz : Iz E Kj, respectively. \Vc say that 
li is a normal subloop of H if, for ail x, y  t N, we have .Y :. K -=- Ii s, 
Y (4’ K) (x ‘. y) C‘ h-, and (K .x) ;.\y :- K r (.x : y). Under the 
induced operation ’ given by (x __’ K) ’ (y i K) = (x y) ,. K, the sets 
.x Ii, .x FT H, form a well-defined fncfor loop H/K. 
An clcmc*nt IL of N lies in the cerlter of H if it satisfies the equations 
h (x y) --~: (h ~_ x) y, .v j (h y) = (.I- . h) _ y, x ‘, (y h) = (x ; y) - h, 
and h - s ::= .I’ I.’ h, for all s, y  E H. We let z(H) be the center of H. H is said 
to be rentrully nilpofent if FZ has a finite series of normal subloops 
II = II, 2 H, 2 ... I> H,, -= 1 (3) 
such that H,-,/H, is contained in Z(fI!H,), i = I, 2, ..., n. II is said to be 
solvable if H has a finite series of the form (3) such that H, is a normal subloop 
of H,-, and IJ,+,/H, is 3 commutative group, i 1, 2, --., II. 
We say that II is pozcer-nssociative if every element of fT is contained in an 
associative sul~loop of II. In this cast if Y t II and w is an integer wc may 
define unambiguously the power ,P of s and the (possibly infinite) or&r of x. 
I f  s has finite odd order, say, 212 I I \vc let .YI ,‘d equal .v”, SO (xl,L’)i .I. 
We let A~’ ” equal (x:‘) I, Kotc that .x I 2 (A ‘)‘.Z. 
Assume that N is a po\l-er-associati~c loop. \T’e adopt some definitions from 
the arithmetical theory of groups. Let x 1) e a set of primes. .4 positive inteE:er 
n is called a n-~2zlm/w if 91 - 1 or TZ is :I product of po~crs of elcmcnts of pi. 
For every positive integer 71 we let ~1,~ lx the largest r-number v-hi& divides U. 
We say that II is a v-1001) if the order of each element of I1 is finite and is a 
x-numlw. A suhloop K of I-1! is a ss-subloop of II if K is a r-loop. Suppose Irl is 
finite. \Ve denote the order of fI  1)~ II , and say that h is a 11011 rr-subloop of 
H if K is a r-subloop of H 2nd K 1 -~-: II ~ ,T  I f  77 contains only one prime, 
p, we call a (Hall) n-suhloop a (k5~~lozc) p-subloop and let I f  :,, -= II ! :. 
In this paper we shall consider various TT-loops for xvhich 7; is contained in 
the set of all odd primes. Specifically, WC: say that a loop (fi, ) is a R-loo/) if 
f1 is power-associative and satisties the identical relations (I) and (2) and if 
furthermore every element of F-r has finite odd order. (Eqiiation (I) is some- 
times called the Bol identity and (2) the autoRro~ii/li~-iriaei.sP pwkerfy.) 
Remark. 11. Robinson (81 has cstensivcly inl-est@cd loops which 
satisfy the identical relation ((z ,x) ~3) s m-m ;z ((.Y J!) x), dual to (I): 
he tails these Bol loons. IIe defines a &m-k loop to bc :I 1301 loop u-hi& 
satisfies (2). He proves that (1) implies power-associativity as \wll as the 
analogucs of Corollaries 2 and 3 of Thcorcm 2. 
\Z’c shall represent group products h\; juxtaposition. 
Assume (II, ) is 3 N-loop. For cxh .Y C II define .v’ ’ as above. \\.c 
say that (111, ) is k/f-evhrfded in a Troup G if I-i is a subset of G and if 
.r .xx and .T y  = ,x1 ~$P for all ,Y, 3’ E H. In this case if I< is a 
‘tubloop of II we let k;” Ix t!& subgroup of G generated by I< and let T(K) 
be the subgroup of K” generated hy the elements y.r(,~~ J’)- l ‘), for all 
2‘, y  E I\-. 
Let G be an arbitrar>- group. Let .v E G and let ii be an element or subset 
of G. \,VC let K,c := xmI1C.t.. I:‘ K is a subset of G, we denote the normalizer 
of K in G by A”(K). Suppose /3 is an x~tomorplkm of G. 1l:e denote the 
image oi I< under /3 by K/j and say that ,/3$fises K if K/J == AT. \I:e define the 
$.xedpiut set (subgroup) & and the antiJis~dpoirzt set H, of G with respect to 
/3 hy ‘/‘a _: [‘g E G : gl’J = ~3; and HJj = jf ‘rJ : 2 E Cl. Note that hj’ 2 11 ’ if 
11 E H, and p’ = 1; however, there exist examples in which h $ N, but h E T, , 
112 -.= 1, and so hi’ = h-l. 
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3. EXAMPLES OF B-LOOPS 
LEMMA 1. Let (H, ‘3) be a power-associative loop which satisfies the identical 
relations (1) and (2). Then (H, z) satisjes the following identical relations: 
x-1 0 (x :- y) = y, (4) 
x 0 (x 3 y) -3 x2 0 y, (5) 
(xoy)2=x 3(y”ox). (6) 
Remark. As Robinson [8] has shown, (1) and (6) together imply (2). 
Proof: Letting y  = x-l in (l), we have 
x 0 (x-1 0 (Lx 0 25)) = (x .: (r’ 0 x)) 0 x = x 0 2. 
By cancelling on the left, we have x1-t C. (x o a) = Z. 
Put y  = 1 in (I). 1Ve obtain 
Finally, let w be an arbitrary element of H and set y  = w2 and z = x-r- ;i w-r 
in (1): 
x 0 (w” 0 (x 0 (‘x-1 0 zu-1))) = (x 0 (WQ 0 $2)) 0 z. 
By (4) this yields s o (zu? (1 w-r) = (X o (~9 I) WY)) o Z. By power-associativity 
and (2) we obtain 
x 0 zu = (x 0 (w” > x)) 0 27 and x c w = (x 0 w)Z 0 z. 
Kow by cancellation (x \> w)~ = x o (w” o x). 
1,emma 1 yields the following characterization of finite B-loops. 
PROPOSTION 1. Let (H, o) be a $nite power-associative loop which satisfies 
the identical relations (I) and (2). Then H is a B-loop if and only if / H j is odd. 
Proqf: Suppose H is a B-loop. Since every element of H has odd order, 
each nonidentity element of El lies in exactly one of the (unordered) pairs 
{x, K’j, x E H, x +# 1. Hence 1 H j ~ 1 is even, and j H 1 is odd. 
Now suppose that some element u of H has even order. Let v  be a power of 
u having order two. Let 1 be the loop { 1, v}. I f  x E H, then .x = 1 o x; so x 
lies in the coset J 3 x. 
Suppose two cosets J e x and J 3 y  intersect non-trivially. I f  x L= y, then 
J ~I x -= J : y. Suppose x f  y. Then 2, s .x = y  or .x = z1 o y. By symmetry 
we may assume 7: .x =-: 1’. Ko\v equation (5) of I,cmnra I yiclc!s 7’ 1.” 
= v  (7) ,y) z= ‘L”) ,\‘ z=‘.\.. Hence j \‘ = j >t, 
Thus Irl is a union of disjoint cosets .I .v. ‘I’herefore 1 Ii 1 is even. 
Proof: Since (H, ) has an identity element, we need only check the 
solutions of the equations 0 .A+ = h and ~1 LI h. By hypothesis, 
a ‘; (a’ 6) = h and (a’ ((a 6) a’)) \ a = a’ ((a 6) (a’ Cl)) 
= a’ ((u 6) (a’ (a 1))) : a’ ((a 6) I) a’ (a b) =~: h. 
Conversely, if a A- = b and y  a ~ b then s = N’ (LZ ,v) = a’ 6 and 
y .E a’ (a y) = a’ (a (y (a a’))) = a’ ((a (y 8,) a)) i a’) 
= a’ \ ((u \_ 6) u’), 
LERliVA 3. Let II be u ?lonenzpty subset of a group G such that every element 
of H has finite odd order. Suppose that for every x, y  E H, zL?e have .x1!2 E H and 
xyx E H. l’herz: 
(i) For each s E II the equation y’?. = .I’, y  E II, has the unique solutiora 
y = g.‘?, 
Define s y  = s~~~~Yx’@: 
(ii) Jf G is an Abelian group the?1 (f1, \ 3) is a subgroup of G. 
(iii) (II, ~-1) is a B-loop half-embedded in G. 
Proof: (i) Clearly (xl:‘)2 = Y. Conversely, suppose y  E H and y? = s. 
Let x have order 272 ~-- 1. Then y471-.2 ~7 I. Since y  has odd order, y2”-l = I. 
Hence y  = y?n : x” = x1,:2, thus proving (i). 
Now note that H is closed under , 
(ii) For TC, y  E H, we have .x J y  =: ,v1!zy,~1~2 -- ,x ,l!Ql!zy .= x3/. I f  .r g f f ,  
let x have order m; then x-r -= x 2+-1 E H. Since H is closed under :>, (H, 2) 
is a subgroup of G. 
(iii) Let s E H, and let J be the subgroup of G generated by x. I f  y, 
z~HnJ,theny~i”~Hn]andyzy~HnJ.Henceby(ii)HnJformsa 
subgroup of / and y  ‘: z = yz for all y, z E H n /. Since x E H n J, J is a 
subset of H which forms a cyclic group of odd order under c?. Thus 1 E H 
and x-l E H. Clearly 1 is an identity element for (H, 0). 
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Let X, ~1, and z be arbitrary elements of H. ‘Then 
and 
Also, (.x - y)pl = (xl:2y3/xJ M-1 _ y-l,~y--l,x-I~S ..1 s-1 T  -,,-I. By Lemma 2 
(H, -3) forms a loop satisfying (1). The above shows that (Ii, ;,) is powerj 
associative; that every element of (II, ) h as odd order; and that for n: E II, 
x1/2 and 5-l are the same in (H, j) as in G. Hence (H, ~>) is a II-loop half- 
embedded in G. 
Several special cases of Lemma 3 may be of interest; in each of the follon.ing 
examples, (H, z) forms a B-loop if we define .w JJ == xJ.‘~~,YJ ‘2. 
Example 1. Let G be a finite group of odd order, and let H = G. 
E.wmple 2. Let G be a finite group of odd order admitting an auto- 
morphism a: of order two and if = {,x E G : XX = ,sm’j. 
Example 3. I,et G be a group every element of which has finite odd order 
and let H = G. 
E.wzn~~le 4. Let G be a group and 01 an automorphism of G such that 
9 = 1. Let II = {sP’gX : ,g E G) and assume every element of H has finite 
odd order. 
To verify the hypothesis of Lemma 3 in this case. take x, h E G, and let 
x = gp’gz, y  = k’ha, and k = k(g%)--lg. Let .I’ have order 2n ~~ I, and let 
9 
2 c ,yn-. Since .@ = (g.-Jg”)” _ (ga)plg ~_ sm 1, z-1zx = ,yt”x?? = ($z)12 _. y, 
= ,Y’.‘~, Xlso, sy” = g~‘g@/zrlkX~‘gx == k ‘kn. So ~2’1.‘~ E Hand XJJX E 11. 
Renznuk. As shon-n in [2], pp. 120-122, these examples may be extended 
to AIoufang loops. We shall see in Theorem 2 that every B-loop occurs as a 
case of Example 4. 
4. HALF-EMBEDDIN OF B-LOOPS 
LEMMA 4. Let (H, c) be a B-loop, and let K be a nonempty subset of H 
closed z&h respect to o Then K is a subloop of H. 
Proof: For each element x of K, s-l and 1 are powers of x and therefore 
lie in K. By Lemma 2 and Eq. (4) of I Jemma 1, K forms a subloop of (H, 2). 
I,rzn~r~rX 5. Let (U, ) be a B-loop half-embedded in a group G. I,et Ii be n 
subsyoq ?f G. 
(i) The identity elenze?zt e qf I-i is the identity element qf G. 
(ii) .!+rpposP .v t li. i,et ltl he ffrly iztegev. Tlle?l .Y’ is the same iz G as i7z II. 
Hence s has odd ovder ii1 G, and ,vL::! and A ~1 are the same irz G as in H. 
(iii) If IiT is Abelian, thtw he n 11 i.s a subgroup ?f G and s y  :- .\:v for all 
r,y E Kn FI. 
(iv) K n II is a subloop of H. 
(v) Suppose K is a normal subgroup of G. Il’hen A- n H is a normal subloop of 
H. The factor loop H/K r‘l II is isomorphir to a B-loop I? which is half-embedded 
in G:‘K and rchich generates H*k7/k’. 
Proof: (i) We have e ~= r . e = ee. CJancelling, we see that e is the 
identity element of G. 
(ii) 1Vc first consider vz positive and prove the statement by induction. 
Of course, I = x. By hypothesis, x ” .w --: XX. Assume that m > 2 and that 
.Y+ has the same meaning in (H, 1) as in G for i = 1, 2, .‘., nz -- 1. Then 
,y ; p -1 L y  ; (x x”l-2) AL ‘$ ., ,yn -2 _ ,y&y,‘-‘bL _ yy-1 , so P is the 
same in (H, )) as in G. 
In particular, .L has the same order, say, 2/1 -- I, in G as in H. So ,~i.‘~ = ,P 
and ,X mr -: ~~~~~ m3 in both G and If. Now the statement for negative m follows 
easilv. By convention 9 m:= 1, which by (i) is the same in G as in H. i . 
(iii) I f  s, 11 E K n II, then by (ii) the square root ~i,‘~ and the inverse x~-’ 
of .x in (H, ) arc powers of s in G. Hence ;Y‘;z E K, smL E K f? H, and 
.Y .t’ ~. ,\.’ ‘“y.y’ ‘2 = cyl !2$ xy __ ,,),, 
(iv) Let ,v, y  E li n Ii. ‘I’hen x1,‘4 E I<. Tlm3 .t \: y = xi~2j.l-1~2 E K n H. 
Sow apply Lemma 3. 
(v) Let A be the subset {sK : s t II) of G/K. Clearly R generates H*KjK. 
If  s t H, then x and hence XIV have odd order. Define ..,’ on II by 
NK ( ’ ?R .-= (xK)* ‘~(yK)(.rZi)‘i’. One easily sees from Lemma 3 that 
(R, ‘) forms a B-loop half-embedded in G/K and that the mapping x + XK 
is a homomorphism of (H, ,) onto (FT, ‘) having kernel H n K. 
The preceding lemma \vill he extremely useful to us and will frequently he 
applied without explicit rcferencc. In particular, if we are given a U-loop H 
half-embedded in a group G, we will denote the common identity clement by 
1; for .v i- H and m an integer we shall write ,~i/‘? and X” without specifying 
whether these powers are taken in N or in G. Also, we shall use part (iv) with 
Theorem 2 to transfer theorems about groups to B-loops. 
LEMMA 6. Let (II, ,) be a R-loop half-embedded in a group. Let w, y, z E II, 
and let u: = yx($ _; y”)-l!‘L. Then (52 am, y’)-’ / (.I? , (y’ ‘i z)) :-= z”. 
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Remark. For fixed X, y  E H, the mapping given by 
z ---f (9 :‘i yy  0 (“9 0 (y2 0 2)) 
is thus an inner mapping of (H, :-) ( see [2], p. 61) which is also an auto- 
morphism of (H, 0). 
Proof: We have 
($ “y”)-lLI ($ :; (y 3 ,q) = (x’ oy~)-1’2xyzyx(x2 oy’)-l/2 
_ (,$ oy”)-ll’(xy2x)(x” o~;L)-1/222” = .p‘* 
THEOREM 1, Let (If, I;) be a B-loop half-embedded in a group G. Let 
T = T(H). Then: 
(i) T normalizes every normal subloop of (H, c). In particular T normalizes H. 
(ii) H” = TH = HT. 
(iii) Suppose /I is an automorphism of II* such that x@ = x-l fey all x E H. 
Then T = TO and H = H, . 
(iv) Jf H is finite, then H* is jinite. 
Proqf: (i) Let K be a normal subloop of (H, 5). Let X, y  E H, and let 
zc : y.v(x2 il y2)-‘i2. Because 
by Lemma 6 Ku = K. Since the set of all such elements w generates T, 
7’ normalizes K. 
(ii) I f  t E T and h E H then th -= (thtm-‘)t E HT and similarly HT E TH. 
So IIT = TH. Now if h E H then by Lemma 5 12~’ E H. Since H* is the 
subgroup of G generated by H and since TH s H*, it is sufficient to show 
that TH is closed with respect to multiplication on the right and on the left by 
elements of E-I. Let t E 7’, X, y  E H. Then 
(ty).y 1 (ty.y(,y .\ y”) -1,‘2)($ 3”)’ !2 g JI’H. 
Similarly x(ty) = (t+y E TH. 
(iii) \Vc first show that 7’ s 7:, . Let x’, y  E N, and let zc = ~x(x‘” c ys)--LJ‘L. 
Then 
&w-l = (y-lx-'(.y-2 0 y-")-'l")(y++ 0 y2)-w--1 
= (p+(~$ 0 y2)l/“)((x” 0 r2)l/2x-ly-l) 
_ y-l~v-1(x2 o y’)“-ly-l = y-1x-lxy2xx-lJ,-l = 1. 
Thus u-‘lj = w. Since the elements w generate T, T c T, . 
Remark, Suppose II has finite order. say, 77. ‘I’ogether \\ith 1,emma 5 (ii), 
the proof of Dictzmann’s result given in 7 she\\ s that i iZI” II”. By another 
approach one may improve this estimate to ~ N * : 2”. 
Suppose \ve wish to apply ‘I’hcorem 1 (ii) to clcterrnine the permutation 
representation of H” on the cosets 7.g of 2’. Since FI generates II”, it is 
possible that 72 =~ T/i for fi, /2 E II and f  -I 11; for example, let G bc a 
non-Abelian group in Example I and Ict (II, ) (G, ), H - u* G. 
However, for x, 3’ t;’ M, we have (1’3~)~ 7’(x” J?)’ 2 because 
y,y(,y.! ).2) i 2 !l- ‘/‘, 
This suggests the following construction. 
Definition. Let (El, : ) be a 11-100~. Let SH be the symmetric group on the 
set H. For lz E H and o t ,S” we shall let [h]u be the image of h under CT 
TIcfine 0 : H - AH to be the mapping given by 
[y]Q(w) -.: (J? y”)’ ?, ,Y, y  E I-f. 
Let _O(IZ) be the set [,0(s) : .x E Ii). Let G, bc the subgroup of SH generated 
byQ(H). it’l:e call G, the canonicalgroup for (11, ). \T’e let TH he the subgroup 
of G, generated by the elements Q(y)Q(x)Q((9 y’)““)~‘. Let CI~ be the 
inverse mapping of H, given by [,u]aH xp’. FYe let u : G, + SH lx the 
mapping given byg” .--: CZ~~U, 
THEOREM 2. Let (H, ) he u B-loop, und let G =m G:, be the canonical 
pozqfor (H, XC). Let 1’ = T, 
(i) Let x, y  E H. Then Q(x) := Q(y) if and only ifs -_ y; and Q(x) = Q(y)’ 
if and only ify = x1,2, 
(ii) Dejne the operation 7’ on Q(H) by Q(x) “Q(y) z= Q(~&‘“)Q(y)$l(x’,‘“). 
Then (Q(H), i“) is a B-loop half-embedded in G, and the mupping given by 
x -F Q(x), x E H, is a loop isomorphism of (H, >) onto (Q(H), ’ ‘). 
(iii) 7’ normahzes Q(H) and G = TO(H) = Q(H)T. l’he elements of Q(H) 
form a system of left (right) coset representatives qf Tin G. Ezjery element qf T 
is an automorphism of (H, ( \). 
(iv) Let K be u subloop cyf II, and Icf I~ be the sub~wmp of G generated by 
t)(K), 7’heil I, A Q(H) -2 Q(k). 
(\-) 7’0 wery loop automorphism b of 1-I thrrp conespomls a unique auto- 
wzovfAism /3 oj. G such that <)(.Y)I~ -:: Q(:@), s F II. In pmticillur a is an nuto- 
I~~or/Ai.~>n of Gy and cl’? : I. 7’ : 7‘, al7d~~(ti) /z, 
hoof: (i) Let .x, y  E II. I f  s = 31, then L)(s) -: Q(v); if c)(x) == C)(J!), 
then .Y‘ -:= [I]C)(.r) = [l]Q(~l). By- Lemma I, Eq. (5) 
[Z]()(>‘)’ --. ((J’J z’)“‘p(J’) :. (2.2 (J’ $))I,” 
-: (y 2”); -7 [z]@y”). 
Hence (-(,Y) = c)(y)’ if and only if .Y -= JS” 
(ii) By (i), the mapping given by .Y -+ O(,Y), .x f  II, is a one-to-one corre- 
spondence of II onto Q(lZ). Hence Q(U) forms a Sloop nith respect I:O the 
operation ” defined by Q(s) ” O(v) Q(.v ~0, s, ?J E If. But for x, ?:, -* 
.c E H, 
[z]Q(,Y”“)qy)Q(.Yl “j = [(A z’)‘~‘]fli(y)c;(x’~‘) 
= [y” (x ~2)]1’?&)(,~1’2) _. (,$ (3,’ \ (,y *j ~2)))1,2, 
=_ ((.y (y’ : ,y)) +I’, 
by (I), 
.-- (@ ?,)’ q ‘2, 
l)Y (6), 
--I [z]o‘(s - y). 
‘rllus ” coincides with I ‘. By (i), under ::’ Q(s)‘.‘~ = Q(xr/“), x E H. ITor 
<Y, y  E II, Q(x) j ’ Q(x) = CJX ,x) = cp) = c&p(x), and Q(x) ,‘ c)(y) = 
Q(.x)~~~Q(J~)Q(.Y)~ ‘2. Hence (fJ(fI), ‘. ‘) is half-embedded in G. 
(iii) The first statement follows from (ii) and Theorem 1. To pro-r-c the 
second, we note that for .I’, 3% E Fi-, 
[l]Q(y),o(.y) r ($ 1,y L1 [l]Q(($ ) y‘?)’ :“), 
and so [ l]&v)~(x)Q((~~ Y”)“~) r = 1. f-fence [I]t = 1 for all f  E T. Thus 
TcJ(s) =z {g E G : [I]g == ,x) and Q(s)7 = {g t G : [.+]g = I ). 
Finally, let t E ‘f’. Since t normalizes 0(/I), t determines an automorphism b 
of (C)(I/), ‘) defined by f  ‘Q(s)t :A Q(s)t’. F. ram (i) and (ii), b determines an 
automorphism c of (H, :) by the equation _O(,r)” ~= Q(.P). But, for x E H, 
.Y = [I]Q(.vc) = [l]t-‘Q(s)t :- [l]Q(x)t :: [x]t. Hence t - c. 
(iv) The elements g of G which take K onto itself form a subgroup of G 
which contains Q(K) and therefore L. Hence if x E H and Q(x) EL, then 
.2’ ~ [I]Q(x) E A-. 
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(v) \;t’e may consider b as an element of sH. It normalizes G, because it 
normalizes Q(H); for x, y  E II, 
Th the mapping ~~v~~‘ln~ 
: @“)” > y)‘l’ = [y](&“), 
. 
us a1 ‘<J -f g” 6 -A$ is an automorphism of G. 
Since Q(IZ) generates G, any automorphism of G which coincides lvith p on 
Q(H) must equal 8. The last statement foliou-s from Theorem I, Sate that 
uH := (uH) 1 and that oII is an automorphism hy (2). 
~OROLLAHY I. Z:‘zjery R-loop may be haJf-embedded in some gwup. 
COIWLI.:U~Y 2. Let (H, ) be a B-loop, and let .Y, y  E ZZ. Let i and i be 
inteoers. Then .I$ ‘1 (.vj c y) =L x.1 ! 3’. is 
l’ro~/: By Corollary 1, I1 may be half-embedded in a group G. Com- 
puting in G, we have 
COROLLARY 3. Let (H, ) be n jinite R-loop atld let x E H. Then the order 
of x dizides 1 H / 
I+oof: IVe use Corollary 2 to imitate the usual proof of Lagrange’s 
l’heorem. Let .I be the subloop of H generated by .x. Suppose that y, 2 E H 
and that J y  intersects J 1 z nontrivially, say, xi \ y  = xj I’ Z. For every 
2) = 2 mi +i , u”. Hence 
y  .-. J : x, 1 hus II is a 
'I'ILEOREM 3. Let (FZ, ,) be a B-loop half-embedded in a ,g~oup G atzd let K 
he a ttovmal suhloop of (H, ‘). L‘et Y be the sr&roup qf G generated by the 
gTolqs (A-*)“, x E H. 
(ii) For all k, k’ E K and all .x E ZZ, k”k’k~’ E A-. 
(iii) K * is a nortnal subgroup c!f N, and. I\; is a normal s&group of II”. 
Pwof: (i) \l:e use the definition of a normal sul~loop. First, k”k& ’ 
-9 (k” ,x2). Also, klb E I< by Lemma 6. Let 71 =: (.x2 11 yz)‘lr. Then K 
contains (ki,‘)‘.(k”.)“- LT k”,“k”~ ‘.Y-‘, 
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(ii) Let k’ = j”. Then 
By (i), kJk’kz-r lies in ja o K = K. 
(iii) Let k, k’ E- Kand s E H. By (i) and (ii), K* contains (k”k’k”: ~‘)(k”k~“-‘))’ 
= &h’(&)-1. Hence k~zK”(kz)-l G K*. Similarly (k-‘)“K*k” E K*, so 
K” E: ,VI<x(k.r) r. Thus krK*(kS)-l = I;*. Since k and s are arbitrary, EC* is 
normalized by every (I<*)” and hence by iv. 
By Theorem 1 (i), T(H) normalizes K*. Hence N is generated by the groups 
(K 1 , * 1’~ t E ?‘(H), h E H. By Theorem 1 (ii), these groups are the only con- 
jugates of K* in fi*. Hence H* normalizes N. 
Remuvk. We may define a s~bnorrrzal subloop of a loop N to be a suhlo~p 
which occurs in a series having the form 
FI =z H, 2 H, 2 ... =) r-r, z 1 (3) 
and satisfying the condition that H, be a normal subloop of M,_r , 
i = I, 2, ..., n. An easy induction argument from Theorem 3 shows that 
eclqevy suhormal subloop of (H, -) R ettetxtes a subnormal subgroup of M*. 
5. SOME BASIC CASES 
For the statement and proof of Lemma 7, we define [x, y] = .~-~y-~.xy 
for .u and y  in a group G. 
I,E.MMA 7. Let (H, 1.:) be a B-loop half-embedded in agt~oup G. Let x, y  E: H. 
T&x .$ (y’ , 2) -= y” 3 (3 Z)fOY nil z E If if aria only if [x,y] E Z(H"). 
Proqf: Consider the following equivalent equations: x2 o (y’ 2) 
=_ v2 :; ($ z); 2L-2 c) (y-’ ,-I (.$ I (y () z))) --__ z; 
[x, 2’1 z[.v-l, y-y = 2. 
Assume [,Y, y] E Z(H*). I,et c = [.I, y]. Then [.F-r, JIM’] = xy2: -‘J’ -I .: 
xy,y-‘y -',yyy -‘,y 1 z xycy-1+ z c = [x, y]. So the above equations arc 
satisfied. 
Conversely, for fixed x, y  E tl assume the above equations are satisfied for 
all 2 c 1-I. Let z = 1; [.c’, y’] =: [x,y], H ence [x, y] centralizes every 
z E Hand therefore centralizes U”. 
by analogy with the usual definition for grw!ps ([6], p. 15 I). One may sho?\~ 
that II is centrally nilpotcnt if and only if Z;(N) -~ If for some i. In this 
case \\e cdl the smallest s\~ch integer i the (re//tml) nilpotenre ck~zss of [I. This 
termino!ogy permits us io sx:ltC: tllc IC~llo\~ir~g theorem, which was suggested 
by Lemma ‘\‘II. 5.6 of [2], p. !27. (1: or the purposes of this theorem we let 
[x] lx the ,greatest integer in .Y i‘or e\-cry real number v.) 
C?X~I.IARY. I,et (H, ,) be m H-loop half-etubedded in n group G. Il%en I-1 
is 1211 Abelinn polll, if and cm!y [f I-I* is dpotent of nilpotence class at west two. 
L~arm 8. Let (If, :) he a K-Eoop, md let G = C;, be the ca~~orzicul group 
fw II. Let 1’ = T, 
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(i) The centralizer of G in SH is the set of all mappings given by 
y  E H, where x is any fixed element of H such that 
.z 0 (y ~: 9) = (,z 0 y) ? s3 for all y, z E H. (7) 
(ii) Z(G)17 T = 1. 
(iii) I f  Ai is a nonidentity normal subgroup of G such that iV = IV, then 
N n Q(H) f 1. 
Proof: (i) Suppose o is an element of SH which centralizes G. Let 
x = [I]O. Then for ally E H, 
[y]u = [l]Q(y)a = [I]@(y) = [X@(Y) = (y2 c‘ X2)1/2. 
For ally, u” E H, 
((2” 0 y’) 0 xy = [y]Q(z)o = [y]@(z) = (9 c (y’ 2 x’))“2 
Since y2 and 2 run through H as y  and z do, (7) holds. 
Conversely, if x satisfies (7), define u E SH by [y]o = (yz d $.2)1:X. A 
straightforward calculation shows that o centralizes G. 
(ii) Suppose o E Z(G) n T. By (i) there exists x E H such that [y]u = 
(y' ? $y, y  E H; in particular [l]a = N. But [l] t = I for all t E T. So 
s = 1 and clearly o = 1. 
(iii) Suppose Nn Q(H) = 1. F or every g E N, g-lg” E N n Q(H) = 1. 
Hence N s T. Now consider the inverse mapping aH as an element of SH, 
and let E be the subgroup of SH generated by G and aH Then A: is a normal 
subgroup of E, and therefore the centralizer C of W in E is normal in E. Let 
h E H. Since aH E C, C also contains Q(h)-la&(h). Thus Q(h-2) E C since 
Q(h .‘) = Q(h)-” = Q(h)-la,Q(h)a, Hence C contains Q(H), and 
Nc TnZ(G)=l. 
THEOREM 5. Let (H, e) be a B-loop, and let G = GH be the canonical 
group fey (H, c). 
(i) Suppose (H, C) is simple. If  there exists a group operation on H such that 
(H, .) is non-Abelian and (H, O) is half-embedded in (H, .) then (H, .) is simple 
and G is conjugate in SH to the product L(H) x R(H) of the left and Yight 
regular permutation groups of (H, .). I f  there exists no such operation . on H, 
then G is simple. 
(ii) I f  G is simple or is the direct product of two simple non-Abelian groups 
which arepermuted by 01, then (H, c) is simple. 
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Proof: (i) First, assume there is an operation on H having the properties 
described. By Lemma 5 (v), (II, ,) 1s simple. I,et 0 be the permutation of H 
given by [,Y]u = .x’?. T,et ,I o~iG0, and let I\ == L(H) :< K(iZ). U’e 
represent as multiplicatioir. For s l II, wc let I,(,v) and R(X) be respectively 
the left and right translations by s. For .I, J’ ~1 II. 
[y]u-‘Q(.x)u = [_y’!yJ(.v)a = .T’) ?’ == .xyx := [y]L(x)R(x). 
Thus J s K. 
Let 1 =: (L(N)- ‘Iz(.l-) : .X E N). Then I is the inner automorphism group of 
(H, .). By Theorem 2 (v) (and its proof), 1 normalizes G. An easy calculation 
shows that o centralizes I, so I = o~‘lu normalizes J, Let ,u, y  E H such that 
xy f  yx. Let w : p(.~y2x) -lf2. Then for z F [I, [~]Q(~)Q(.x)Q((x~ y’))’ ‘a) 
: ((~y’x)~‘:“~yyz’Lys(~ylcy’x)~1’2)1/~ _ (w-L,$w)lia = ~,rlz~~. If w _ 1 then 
(ye)” TL- x~“.x, so ye = my, contrary to assumption. l’hus J contains the 
non-identity element L(w)-‘R(W) of 1. S’ mce I is simple and I n J is normal 
in I, I c /. Hence for every x E H, J contains R(x”) and L(9), since R(9) -= 
L(x)R(x)L(x)-lR(x) and L(x2) = L(s)n(.t)R(s)~lL(3). Since ss runs through 
H as x does, / contains K. So / -= K. 
Now let (H, y) be an arbitrary simple B-loop. Suppose G is not simple. 
Let N be a non-identity proper normal subgroup of G. Then N n Ne is a 
proper normal subgroup of G fixed by a. Since Q(H) generates G, 
N n Ncl n Q(H) -f Q(H). By Lemma 5 (v), LV n NE n Q(H) is a proper 
normal subloop of Q(H). By Theorem 2 (ii), _O(II) is isomorphic to H, and 
therefore N n lZTa n Q(H) =: 1. By 1, cmma 8 (iii), :V n NR :.= I. Since 
NNa is also a normal subgroup of G fixed by 01, we have similarly Nnia = G. 
So G = .&’ x h’a. If  M is a proper normal subgroup of N then M x Ma is a 
proper normal subgroup of G fixed by oi. By the above discussion of N n IV= 
we see that M x Ma = 1, M -= 1. So N is simple. If  N has prime order 
then G is Abelian and by Theorem 4, Corollary, (II, ! :) is an Abelian group. 
Hence H is cyclic of prime order, and for any generator N of (H, \-), e(x) 
generates G by Lemma 5 (ii). But then G =~: N x JVa is impossible. Hence 
G = :XT x Na, and N is a non-Abelian simple group. 
1 Let h, k E N, and let g = hka. Then gp g a _. (k-‘)ah-‘.@A = h-lk(k-‘h)a. 
By Theorem 2 (v), Q(H) = H, = {.Y~‘x~ : R E N}. Define an operation on 
H as follows: If  h, k E E1, take x, y  E IV such that Q(h) == N -l,cr and 
Q(k) = yply”; then let Q(h . k) -= (xy)-l(~y)“. Clearly (H, .) is isomorphic to 
N and is therefore a non-Abelian simple group. A straightforward calculation 
shows that (H, 0) is half-embedded in (H, .). 
(ii) Let K be a nonidentity normal subloop of (H, ,-‘). By Theorem 3 (iii), 
the subgroup L of G generated by Q(K) is a normal subgroup of some normal 
subgroup of G. Hence by hypothesis L is normal in G. (If G is not simple this 
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follows from the remarks in [7,] p. 204.) Since oi fixes L and L 74 1, L -~ G. 
By Theorem 2 (iv), Q(K) = L n Q(H) = G n Q(H) = Q(H). SO H :- K. 
THEOREM 6. Let (11, ) be a B-loop hay-embedded in a group G. Let r be a 
set qf pimes. Then: 
(i) If H* is solvable then H is solvable. 
(ii) If H isjnite and solz)able then Ii” is solvable. 
(iii) Suppose H is solvable. Then M is a rr-loop ;f and only if H* is a n-group. 
Sate. T\:e do not know whether H* must be solvable if II is solvable and 
infinite. However, a proof similar to that of (iii) shows that in this case II* is 
locally finite and locally solvable, i.e., every finite subset of H* generates a 
finite solvable group. (Use Theorem 1 (iv), [9], p. 141, and Theorem 6 (ii).) 
Proof: (i) Let H* ~= K,, 2 I~, 2 .‘. 2 K,, m-z 1 be a series of subgroups 
of H* such that for i :-: 1, 2, ‘.., II, I<r, is normal in K,-r and ki,-,iK, is 
i-\belian. Let H, = Ki n H and apply Lemma 5 to the series 
(ii) and (iii) I f  H* is a n-group then by Lemma 5 (ii) H is a ~-loop; we 
need not assume H solvable. 
Now suppose His solvable. Let 7~ be a set of primes (e.g., the set of all odd 
primes) such that H is a n-loop. Let H := HO 2 H, r> ‘.. 2 H, = 1 be a 
series of subloops of H such that for i 7-z 1, 2, .-., IZ, H, is normal in H,_.l and 
H-,jH, is a commutative group. We let d(H) be the smallest integer n such 
that H has a series of this form. We prove (ii) and (iii) by induction on d(H). 
If  d(f1) = 0 then H = 1 and so both statements are trivial. Assume 
d(H) > 0. Take a series of the above form such that vz = d(H). Let K = H, 
and let :V be the subgroup of H* generated by the groups (K*)“, x E Z-I. By 
Theorem 3 (iii), N is normal in H* and each (K*)“, .2: E H, is normal in N. 
Since Hi s :V, H/H n N is an Abelian r-group. By Lemma 5 and Theorem 4, 
H*/Y is a nilpotent group generated by v-elements; since the a-elements of a 
nilpotent group form a subgroup (see [7], pp. 215-216), H*/N is a n-group. 
Clearly d(K) .= n -- 1; hence we may apply the induction hypothesis to the 
groups (K*)T. 
In case (ii), N is a product of finitely many normal solvable subgroups and is 
therefore solvable. Since H*/lV is nilpotent, H* is solvable. 
In case (iii), N is a product of normal =-subgroups and is therefore a 
x-group (see [9], p. 372). Since H*/Nis a r-group, H* is a r-group. 
COROLLARY 1. If H is a solvable B-loop half-embedded in a group G, then 
every element of H* has odd order. 
By the Feit-Thompson Theorem [3] v-e have: 
COROLLARY 2. Let H he a finite B-loop. Then I-i is solvable if cud ody if the 
canonical group (=, for H has odd order. 
6. B-LOOPS OF PRIME POWER ORDER 
A classical theorem in group theory states that every finite group of prime 
power is nilpotent. We shall prove the analogous statement for B-loops. 
LEMMA 9. Let p be an automovphism of order two on a jinite group G and let 
T be the-fixed point subgroup of G with respect to /3. Suppose [G : T] is a power 
of a prime p such that every antiJixed point g- 'g" has order a power of p. Let -V 
be the subgroup of G generated by the elements of G, Then 9 is a normal 
p-subgroup of G. 
Remark. A similar proof, using ‘lheorem 4, Corollary 2 (ii), of [5], 
establishes the same conclusion if [G : T] is a p ower of p; /3 has any order 
prime to 1 G 1; and the antifixcd points g -‘g/j have arbitrary order. 
Proof: Trivially, /3 fixes the identity subgroup of G. Let P be ap-subgroup 
of G maximal with respect to the property that /3 fixes P. Let K : N(P). 
Then /3 fixes K and acts as an operator on K/f’. I f  g E K, then P and ,q-*gfi 
generate a p-subgroup of G fixed by p; hence gm~‘,@ E 1’. So p fises every 
element of KlP. Thus P must be a Sylow p-subgroup of K = N(P). By 
Sylow’s Theorem (see [6], Theorem 42.1, p, 44), P is a Sylow p-subgroup 
of G. 
The antifixed point set PO is contained in G, But clearly 
Hence P, -= G, . Since G, generates ;C’, S is contained in I’. ‘l’he commutator 
identity J l(z~l.vQ~ F (,yy)-l(xy)“(ym-lyii)m 1 shows that n’ is a normal 
subgroup of G. 
1Vote. Fischer ([4], Satz 4.1) proves the above lemma without assuming that 
[G : T] is a power of p. This case will follow from Corollary 1 of Theorem 9. 
THEOREM 7. Every finite H-loop of prime-power order is centralb nilpotent. 
Proof: Let (H, cl) be a finite B-loop of order a power of a prime p. By 
Theorem 2 (ii) we must show that the loop Q(N), which is half-embedded in 
the canonical group G, , is centrally nilpotent. By Theorem 2 (v), Corollary 
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3 of Theorem 2, and Lemma 9, G, is a p-group. Hence G, is nilpotent. By 
Theorem 4, Q(H) is centrally nilpotcnt. 
7. FINITE SOLVABLE B-Loops 
In this section we prove an analogue of I’. Hall’s generalization of Sylow’s 
Theorem for finite solvable groups ([6], Theorem 9.3.1, p. 141). 
I,ERI?IA 10. Let G be a group and ,8 an automorphism of G such that ,ip = 1. 
,Yuppose every autijxed point gplgiJ has finite odd order. 
(i) Let K be a subgroup of Gfised by ,8. Every coset of KJixed by p contains an 
element of TO . 
(ii) I f  /3 fixes two conjqate subgroups J and K of G, then J = Kt ,for some 
t E T,> . 
Proof: (i) Since (Kg)-’ = g-‘K, we need only consider right cosets. 
Suppose gK = (gK)B = gfiK. Then g- rgp E K. Since g-igB has odd order, we 
may define k = (g-r&‘:“. Then k E K and k-ik@ = k-2 = g-lx,“. Let 
t : gkml; t E TO and gK = gk-lK = tK. 
(ii) Let K = g-‘Jx and let L = N(J). Then K = Kf’ = (&lJgfi. Hence 
gpx-’ ~1,. Thus Lg = (Lg)P. By (i), there exists h E L and t E ?b such 
that g = ht. Hence K -= /7ff = Jr. 
LEIMMA 11. Let G be a finite solvablegroup of odd order, and let r be a set of 
primes. Let /3 be an automorphism of G of order two. Then every a-subgroup of 
G@ed by /3 is contained in a Hall r-subgroup of G$xed by /3. 
Remark. By using Corollary I of Theorem 3 and Corollary 2 of Theorem 4 
of 1.51, we obtain a similar conclusion if G is of arbitrary finite order and B is a 
subgroup of the automorphism group of G such that 1 B 1 is relatively prime to 
1 G ‘. 
Proof: By I’. Hall’s Theorem, G contains at least one Hall n-subgroup, 
say, XI,, and every Hall n-subgroup of G is conjugate to K, Hence the 
number of such subgroups is [G : X(X,)] ’ an d must therefore be odd. Since /3 
permutes these subgroups in cycles of one or two members, ,8 fixes at least one. 
Now we prove the lemma by induction on ) G 1. It is trivial if 1 G i = 1. 
.ksumc that j G > 1 and that the theorem is true for all groups of order 
less than ) G 1. Suppose J is a n-subgroup of G fixed I)y p. Let :V be a minimal 
characteristic subgroup of G. Then A’ is an ciementary Abelian p-group for 
some prime p and /3 fixes AT. By induction hypothesis we may assume that 
J;V:‘:\: is contained in a Hall r-subgroup P ’ Ji/iV of G/N which is fixed by /3. 
Clearly we may assume that G, ~= G and p +$ V. 
(i) (tf, ) mztains a Hal/ 777sithloop. 
(ii) 7’lze Hall rr-su6loops OJ (II, ) aw (111 rottjtgate uttder 7’,{ ftt the carzonicai 
grorrp G, fey II. h.wy pitve z+icll &ides the tlutttber ?f llall n-sublvops of II 
also dkides FI rind Iies outside z. 
(iii) I!~~wFJ 5 su6loop of Ii is mltaimd it/ 0 lfull 7-.suhloop of H, 
Proof: Lee G =-- CH and 7’ 7’” 1,et ~1 l)c the autoniorphism of (; 
descriied in Theorem 2 (1.). [‘sing ‘l’heorem 2 (ii) fi.c shall identify ti \sith 
L,(!l) !)y identifying .r n-it11 C(xj for each .v (- II. By ‘l’heorem 6, Corollary I( 
G has odd or&i-. I ,ct .S Iv: .I Hal! ;r-subgroup of 7’. Since fi fixes .Y, hy Lemma 
I I 't fixes some Hall T-sui)g~-OLIN K of G ~d~ich corltains ,Y. 
(i) C’lcarly Ii n 7‘ S. 1 knee 
: K<< : [K : I\: n 7’1 1; s c ;i 7’ j7 
[G : 7’jn 1 fl ., . 
Since K, s G, ==I Q(tl) -:- If, k;, is a Hall x-subloop of II by Theorem 6 (iii). 
(ii) and (iii). I&L bc any 7~- subloop of II. Ry ‘I’heorcm 6 (iii), I, generates a 
x-subgroup of G. Hy Lemma I I, this subgroup is contained in some Ha11 
r-subgroup J of G. ‘l’akc K as above. By 1’. IIall’s Theorem, J and K arc 
conjugate in G. Hence by I,emma 10 (iij thcrc exists t E 7’, mm 7’such that 
1 =~ Kt. From the calculation I-!(~? ‘,y”)t -= (t -‘<yt)-‘(t ‘gtj^, x E G, ti is 
easy to see that J1 = (A,#. Hence Jx is a Hall v-subioop of FI which contains 
I,. I f  L is a Hall n-subloop of H then I1 JT (KJ. Thus T permutes the 
Hall X-suhloops of Jl transitively. ‘r’he number of such suhloops is 
[7’ : T n ,V(K,)]. Since S’ i 7’ n X(K,) by Theorem 1 (i), the second 
statement in (ii) follows from Theorem 6 (iii). 
8. FINITE B-I,OOP$ 
Suppose G is a finite group of odd order admitting an automorphism /‘3 
of order two. Let H = 1s E G : J$ = n-l). By a short argument one may 
easily verify that G = T, !ffl == ?‘,H and that for every g E G there exist 
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unique elements t E ?b , k E H, such that x =-= th. Although we do not use this 
result, it suggests an analogue for B-loops which we prove in the following 
theorem. ?Ve use some methods from the proof of Satz 4.1 of [4]. 
‘I’HEOREM 9. Suppose (H, (7) is afinite R-loop sucl~ thd the canorzicul gmup 
G, bus even ovder. Then: 
(ii) Take b as iu (i). Let J -= {k E H : Ah = h) and K = {h E H : hh q -= k’). 
Th71 J umd h- me Proper subloops of If, cm1 fey every element 11 qf FI the esist 
zrrliyzle elerrzetrts u oj J and v  qf K such thnt h m: 7~ I v. 
ProoJ: Let G = G, , 1’ -= TH, and a = aH . 
(i) Uy Theorem 2 (iii) and Proposition 1, [G : ZJ -= 1 1f : and ~ E-r 1 is odd. 
I Icncc there exists a Sylow 2-subgroup S of G such that S c 1‘. It is possible 
that u $ S; in this case WC may let b be any element of order two in S. Thus 
w mav assume that u E .i and also that u is the onlv element of order two in 
,i’. IIy 3 well-kno\\n theorem ([6], Theorem 12.5.2, i. 189), S must be tither 
a cyclic group or a gcncralized quaternion group. 
Suppose S is a cyclic group. Since the automorphism group of S is a 
2-group ([lo], p. 146), S is in the center of its normalizer. Hence by a theorem 
of Burnsidc ([6], Theorem 14.3.1, p. 203), G contains a normal subgroup M of 
odd order such that NS = G. For every lz E Q(H), we have h-’ E ahohm1 = I 
module :V, because aX is in the center of G/:V. Thus :)(I{) C_ X. Since Q(Zl; 
generates G, G G N. This is impossible because / .V i is odd. 
NcJ\V suppose S is a generalized quatcrnion group. By a theorem of Hraucr 
and Suzuki ([I], Theorem 2), G contains a normal subgroup A7 of odd order 
such that G,‘_V contains a unique element ,fL2’ of order two. Clearly z:V = rrA%’ 
and tr.V lies in the center of CJ‘jS. But now the argument above for ,S cyclic 
again leads to a contradiction. 
(ii) Take h as in (i). Since n Z = 1 and a + b, ab f  I. By Theorem 2 (v) 
7’ == 7’, and therefore a centralizes b. Thus nb has o&r two. By (2) and 
Theo]-cm 2 (iii), b and ah are in fact automorphisms of H. Xow for h cz II, 
h” : 17 1 if and only if ha” = (h ml)” = h. Hence J and K are proper subloops 
of II. .Vow take h E FI. Define u E H by the equation Iz =: ~t’i (PI)-‘, and let 
2’ AL u 1’ ?z. Clearly u z’ :_- h. 
We have h* = (zlb)z h-1 and thus h -= ~2 :: (/+I)-1 = ~2 ) ((uh)” h-l)-1 
= zig ((u”)-’ I:’ h). However, we also know from equation (4), Lemma I, 
that h = u2 c (u-2 c h). Hence (u*)-2 1 h = 21-2 o h, (u*)-z = ZL-2, uh = u. 
Tl1at is, u t /. 
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Similarly we. see that 
By Theorem 2, Corollary 2, this yields lz =~ II (a”)-‘, Since h == u z’, 
v=(vb)-‘.SOVEK. 
Now suppose h =-= .X 3 y, .w E J, y  F K. Take u and z’ as above. Then 
(,!$-~I ;- ,y-1 -_ y, so h = X? ‘- (VP’ by Theorem 2, Corollary 2. Since 
,$ = ~2 (: (I$‘-1, ~2 = ~2 2nd u = s. JIence 17 _ 11 ~1 =: u y, and ‘LS 3’. 
COROLLARY 1 (“Cauchy’s Theorem”). Let (H, ) he a finite B-loop. Let 
p be a prime which divides j II I. Then II contains an element of order p. 
Proof: Re prove the statement by induction on / H 1, It is trivial if 
( H / = 1. Suppose j H / > I and the statement is true for all &loops I, 
with 1 L 1 < 1 H 1. Let G = G, be the canonical group for H. 
Suppose 1 G 1 is odd. Let a be the automorphism of G for which 
Q(x)” = $?(A-~), x t Ii’ (Theorem 2 (v)). 5 ,‘ince a2 = 1 and the number of 
Sylow p-subgroups of G is odd, z fixes one, say, I’. Now 
Let 0” E P, , g #: 1. By Theorem 2 (v) there exists A E H such that Q(s) -= R. 
Clearly some power of zi has order p. 
Thus we may assume that 1 G ~ is even. Take / and K as in Theorem 9. 
Then ! II 1 = ; / i ! K 1, SO that p divides ~ J 1 or : K !. By induction 
hypothesis J or K contains an element of order p. 
COROLLARY 2. Let rr be a set of primes, and let (II, ) be a finite B-loop. 
Then II is a n-loop if and only if ! II i is a ~-number. 
Proof: Use the above corollary and Corollary 3 of Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 3. Let (H, 7) be a$nite B-loop. Let p be a prime. Then: 
(i) H contnins a Sylow p-subloop. 
(ii) The .SyIoz~ p-subloops of II are all conjugate under 7’, itz the canonicnl 
group G, for II. 
(iii) Every p-subloop qf H is contained in a Sylou! p-subloop of II. 
(iv) The number of Sylow p-subloops qf II is not divisible by p. 
Prooj’: ‘The proof of this result some\vhat parallels the proof of Theorem 8. 
Let G = G, and 7’ = T, J,et 01 be the automorphism of G for which 
Q(X)” = Q(s -I), s E H (Theorem 2 (v)). \\:e identify Ii with Q(H) by identi- 
fying x Lvith Q(.x) for each .‘r E H. Let P be a p-subgroup of G maximal such 
that P contains a Sylowp-subgroup of T and u: fixes P. 
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Let N be the normalizer of P in G. Then a fixes iL’ and acts on X/P. The 
antifised points of 01 on N/P form a B-loop isomorphic to (:V n N)/(P n 11). 
I f  p divides 1 N n HIP n I-I j, then by C’orollary 1 (N n H)/(P A H) contains 
an element of order p. As in the proof of Lemma 9 we now see that P is a 
Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
(i) Since ~ P, 1 = [I-’ : P n T] = I G I,,/1 T iI7 = [G : T],, = 1 II iI,; P is 
a Sylow p-subloop of H. 
(ii) and (iii). Let Q be anyp-subloop of H. By Corollary 1 of Theorem 9, 
1 Q I is a po~ver of p. By Theorem 7, Q is centrally nilpotent and is therefore 
solvable. Hence by Theorem 6 (iii), Q generates ap-subgroup of G. Let S be a 
p-subgroup of G maximal such that S contains Q and (Y fixes S. The argument 
for P above also sho\vs that S is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. By Sylow’s 
Theorem, $5‘ is conjugate to P. Hence by Lemma 10 (ii) there exists t E ‘I’such 
that :i = Pt. 
a%s in the proof of Theorem 8, S, -= (PJt. Hence S, is a Sylow p-subloop 
of H which contains Q. If  Q is a Sylow p-subloop of N, then Q = .i’, 
(iv) By (iii), the number of Sylow p-subloops of H is the number of con- 
jugatcs of P, under T. But Pa is normalized by P n 7’. 
COROLLARY 4. Let H be a jnite B-loop and let K be a subloop of H. Then 
( K 1 divides ( H ( . 
Proqf: L,et p be any prime. Let L be a Sylowp-subloop of K. By Corollary 
3 (iii), there exists a Sylow p-subloop J of H which contains L. Hence 
/ K Ip = 1, 1 < 1 J j 7 1 II i,), and 1 K ,, divides 1-I 1:) Since p is arbitrary, 
1 K divides H I. 
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